Jobes
Brothers
Decoys
Bob and Charles, sons of Capt. Harry
Jobes were born in Havre de Grace, "The
Decoy Capitol of the World". Hunting with
decoys was a tradition in the Jobes family, as
was the making of decoys. Now Bob and
Charles carve decoys for a living in their shop
on Otsego Street. Working together they
produce 23 different species of fine decoys in
all sizes.
Bob Jobes

FULL • HALF • MINIATURES
COLLECTIBLE DECOYS BOUGHT AND SOLD
Charles Jobes

Lamps made in full size,
miniature and half size . .

Pen sets made in
miniature
and half size.

721 Otsego Street Havre de Grace MD 21978
410•939•1843 410•939•3005
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The Chesapeake Bay: Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow
by Kat a Lovejoy

A look at how conditions deteriorated during the 20th

publication of the Havre de
Grace Decoy Museum. It is
printed by the Stockson
Printing Company of Bel Air,
Maryland, who generously contributed to the cost of printing.

by John Quarstein

An overview of the Museum's 10 year expansion plan.

9 A Visit with Bob Litzenberg
by Richard Bonn

Litzenberg, honored as the 1986 Honorary Chairman of
the Havre de Grace Decoy Festival talks about hunting,
carving and other topics

13 Autumn Activity at the Museum
Send letters to the editor, inquiries
for display & classified ads, and
subscription & membership information to:

THE CANVASBACK
Havre de Grace Decoy Museum
215 Giles Street, P.O.Box A
Havre de Grace, MD 21078
(410)939-3739 TDD

The editor wishes to thank
everyone who contributed to this
first issue of THE CANVASBACK.
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The Museum's stated purpose is
to preserve the heritage of the
decoy making art as it pertains
to the Susquehanna Flats and
The Canvasback is an extension of this philosophy. We
hope to educate and entertain
you. If we accomplish these
goals, then the work involved in
revamping the publication will
have been worth it.

century and what is being done to improve them.

7 Planning for the Future
The Canvasback is a quarterly

You'll have no doubt noticed a
new look to what used to be the
Museum's newsletter. We have
given this publication a new
name and a new look. We will
provide articles in these pages
that are not only informative,
but fun to read.

by Virginia 0 ' Flaherty

A look at the museum's last three months doings

Departments
4 President's Message
4 Museum Calendar
8 Area Events Calendar
15 Collections
16 Volunteer Spotlight
17 From the Gift Shop

We gave a great deal of thought
to our new name and in the final
analysis The Canvasback
seemed most appropriate. No
other duck better symbolizes
the decoy making art in this area
or seems more threatened by the
conditions which exist on the
Bay today. It is a highly symbolic bird and we hope you
agree that our choice was a good
one.
In closing, if you or your company has an interest in display
advertising give me a call. We
will create a classified "Swap
Shop" section for our next issue.
Please call for details.

On the Cover
A pair of canvasback decoys
from Bob Litzenberg's original
gunning rig of 80 drakes and
20 hens. c. l930

1992 will be an exciting time at
the Havre de Grace Decoy
Museum. Let me know your
reaction to The Canvasback,
and please come and visit the
museum soon!

Richard Bonn
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President's Message

Museum Calendar

This first edition ofTHE CANVASBACK
shows the new direction the museum is
taking. Our purpose is to bring you articles
and features that satisfy your interest in decoys, their makers and the environment of
the Chesapeake.

There are two Museum events worth marking on your calendar. The first is R. Madison
Mitchell's Ninety-First birthday party on
March 7, 1992. This party is open to YIP's
and Museum members only, so don't miss
this opportunity to rub elbows with many
master carvers.

This is all part of a new direction for the
museum. We have developed a dynamic ten
year plan to expand our museum which will
better serve this community, our members,
and the visiting public.
Phase one of this project is the development
of new exhibit galleries to better interpret
the unique heritage of Upper Chesapeake
Bay decoys. A new visitor entry area that
includes an elevator will provide easy access for all museum visitors.
Phase two will see the museum triple in size.
Included in this expansion will be a 125 seat
auditorium, the enclosure of Madison
Mitchell's decoy shop, and an exhibit featuring living waterfowl in a naturalistic environment.
The Decoy Museum is one of the fastest
growing museums in Maryland. Our message touches each person in a different way,
but I'm sure you all feel the excitement
building.
1992 is the start of a new era. As you turn
the pages of the THE CANVASBACK I
hope our vision becomes yours as well.

Allen Fair

Valerie A. Lloyd

Festivities begin at 7 PM and will include
refreshments, photo opportunities, and a
chance to see the Museum's new second
floor. If you haven't seen this exciting new
space you'll be amazed at the view of the
Susquehanna Flats. We' 11 also have on hand
drawings and a model of the Museum ' s long
range expansion plans.

Artist, Illustrator
STUDIO, GALLERY & FRAME SHOP
517 N. Adamo suHav"' de Gnce, Mo.rylanoi

(301) 939-2032

Rusty Rabbit
Decoy Shop
Nelson Mengel
410 •939•2138
Noon to 5 P.M.
After 5 by chance
or appointment

OLD DECOYS
bought • sold • traded

But, of course the party's primary focus is
Mr. Mitchell. Whenever the Museum has
needed his assistance, whether it be a visit to
Annapolis to meet with the legislature or to
sign books, he has tirelessly given his time.
Everyone associated with the Museum
appreciates everything Mr. Mitchell has done
to make the institution what it is today.
Please come by to thank him personally.

While you have your calendar out, mark
May 1st thru 3rd, the dates for the 1992
Decoy Festival. As we head into our second
decade we are committed to making this
festival the best ever. A record number of
exhibitors will be on hand so you shouldn't
have a problem finding that one special item
you' ve been looking for.

For those who wonder what a gunning rig
looks like, this year's festival will feature a
gunning rig contest out on the Susquehanna
Flats. The completion ofthe new boardwalk
is set for February, so everyone will have a
great view of this unique contest. The Spring
edition of The Canvasback will have more
details about the Festival, so for now just
mark down the date ... May 1st thru 3rd.

452 Franklyn Street
Havre de Grace MD 21078
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The Chesapeake Bay: Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow
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A look at ongoing efforts to protect the Chesapeake Bay. The Canvasback would
like to thank the Chesapeake Bay Foundation for supplying this article

In the natural world, a biological community that offers diverse habitat for food and
breeding will in turn draw a diverse population of wildlife. At one time the Chesapeake
Bay was able to provide this richness of
habitat and the population of waterfowl attracted to the Bay was also abundant and
greatly varied.

as one might expect (less than 10% between
the 1950's and the 1980's). On the other
hand, there has been a huge decline in the
number of species in the Bay area. This loss
in population diversity of waterfowl is a
reflection of loss of biological diversity in
the whole watershed.
A significant reason for the decline in waterfowl diversity is the result of the impoverishment of the types of habitat necessary for
nesting and feeding. Loss of breeding habi-

struction of their natural habitat. Wood Ducks
for example have done remarkably well in
adapting to change. According to the Chesapeake Wildlife Heritage in Easton, Maryland, "Wood Ducks are one of only four
native waterfowl species breeding in Maryland unlike most other ducks they nest in
tree cavities. These natural cavities are most
often found in dead trees, which are usually
the first trees removed from wood lots.
Fortunately, when wood ducks are deprived
of their preferred nesting sites, they will use
artificial nest boxes. Studies show that
Woodies hatched in these nest boxes become imprinted and often prefer them over
natural cavities."

The Bay ecosystem made the estuary a perfect place for waterfowl forage and breeding. The Bay's shallow water provided vast
acreage of wetlands with plenty of underwater vegatation for food. The system has also
allowed for plentiful shellfish beds upon
which some species of waterfowl feed. In
addition, the large number of tidal rivers
flowing into the Bay has developed fresh
water areas. It is these characteristics that
once made the Chesapeake such a powerful
magnet to waterfowl.

"... with the onslaught of industrial technology, population growth, and land development the Bay has lost some
of the attraction it once held
for the waterfowl."

With the onslaught of industrial technology,
population growth, and land development
the Bay has lost some of the attraction it
once held for the waterfowl. As we have
changed the face of the watershed and water
quality has declined, waterfowl populations
have decreased as well.

tat in Canada has had a devastating impact
on waterfowl populations as well. However
land development in the watershed especially along the shoreline, and exploding
population growth is the main cause ofhabitat
loss here in the Chesapeake Bay.

Perhaps the most devastating impact upon
waterfowl population is water quality. The
high levels of algae found in bay waters are
caused by runoff from farm fertilizers and
manure, pesticides from agriculture land,
individual lawns and gardens, and leaking
septic tanks. High nitrate levels in the water
cause algae blooms which deplete oxygen
and make it more difficult for light to penetrate. This turbidity prevents growth of
submerged aquatic vegetation and thus
deprives waterfowl of nourishment.

It is surprising that the numbers of individual waterfowl have not plummeted as much

It is encouraging to see that some waterfowl
species have been able to adapt to the de-

Underwater grasses are disappearing at a
very fast rate and waterfowl are forced to

Winter 1992
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leave or adapt to the loss. It is clear that
unless water quality improves waterfowl
recovery for many Bay species will not
happen regardless of habitat restoration.
Some species such as Redheads and Wigeon
have not done quite so well and have almost
disappeared from the region. Fortunately
for some waterfowl, adaptation has not been
too difficult.

"High nitrate levels in the water
cause algae blooms which
deplete oxygen and make it
more difficult for light to
penetrate. This turbidity
prevents growth of submerged
aquatic vegetation and thus
deprives
waterfowl of
nourishment."
The Canada Goose has proven resilient
enough to develop new feeding patterns. As
early as the 1950's changes in farming practice such as mechanical harvesting left large
amount of corn on farm fields. Canada Geese
and Tundra Swans were able to substitute
the corn for the underwater grasses. It is
ironic to note that much of the nitrate killing
the underwater grasses comes from these
farm fields.
To restore the Chesapeake waterfow I population to its historical state, the Chesapeake
Bay must also be restored, where habitat,
underwater grasses and other food sources
are plentiful. With the work that various
groups in the region are pursuing, there is
still hope that this can happen.

Donations in 1992
Congress has extended
for six months the "window of opportunity" tax
break for anyone wishing
to donate art of other
personal property to
museums. For the first
half of 1992, a deduction
can be taken when filing
your taxes for the appreciated value of the object.
If you have an unusual
artifact you have been
considering donating to
the museum, this would be the most advantageous time to do so.
The Decoy Museum is seeking new artifacts
for inclusion in its planned new exhibits.
The "Gunning the Flats" gallery needs
additional firearms, hunting accouterments
such as boots and calls, licenses, etc .. The
museum will need to acquire a wide variety
of older Susquehanna Flats decoys for the
"What is a Decoy" exhibit as well as examples of decoys from other noted hunting
regions. Your donation will not only provide you with a tax benefit, but will also
enhance the museum's excellent collection.
As the Museum embarks upon its ten year
expansion program the need to allocate all
incoming revenue in a careful fashion is
critical and donations of decoys and hunting
artifacts will enable us to expand our collection faster than is otherwise possible.
While on the topic of donations the museum
is attmpting to increase the size and quality
of its photgraphic archives. The pictorial
documentation of Upper Bay carvers, both
at work and play, is a vital component of the
museum's educational programs. We currently have an excellent collection of decoys, but photos of carvers is an area where
much work is needed.
If you have negatives or photographs of

carvers, hunters, boats, etc. the museum
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would love to have them donated. Photographs of deceased carvers or from days
gone by are especially needed. One of our
goals is to build a library which will one day
be a nationally recognized center for the
study of the decoy making art and photgraphs will become a key component of ths
library. While on the subject of the library,
any out of print books on decoy making are
also sorely needed. Please look through your
book collection and if there is an item you'd
consider donating give us a call to see if we
need it.
On May 1st the Havre de Grace Decoy
Festival will celebrate its eleventh anniversary. Through the years thousands of people
have attended and many have brought
cameras. If you have any photos of past
festivals please give some thought to donating the negatives for our files. This event is
an important part of the museum's history
and we are in need of photographs from past
festivals.
If there are any amateur shutterbugs who

would like to volunteer their time to this
years fesitval please give us a call. When
May 1st rolls around the museum wants to
have several photographers on hand to
document the event like never before. So if
you have an interest in seeing your photos in
print please call the Museum as soon as
possible.
Winter 1992
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Planning for the Future
by John Quarstein

The Havre de Grace Decoy Museum has spent the
last year creating a long range building and development plan which will allow it to better preserve
the heritage of the decoy making art and the heritage of waterfowl hunting on the Susquehanna
Flats.
Developing the long range plan began in 1990. The
exhibit themes identified during this process were:
What is a Decoy, Why Decoys-Gunning the Flats,
Making Decoys, Susquehanna Flats-A changing
environment, Decoy Makers-a tribute. The Board
contracted the noted architectural firm of Carlton
Abbot and Partners, to devise a master development plan for future improvements. This 10 year
plan will give the Decoy Museum the facilities
needed to function as an educational institution and
tourist attraction of national significance.
The first phase (3-4 years) is to complete renovations to the existing buildings and to enhance
visitor access. Work includes construction of exhibit galleries, a library lecture room, and the
installation of an elevator with a lobby for rest

rooms. The second
phase will focus on
new building construction and will
feature a 125 seat
auditorium, an addition to house the
R. Madison Mitchell decoy shop, a
visitor entry area,
and an enlarged gift
shop to enhance
museum revenues.
This long range plan
gives the museum Architect Carlton Abbott's concept of planned expansion
the ability to allocate its resources and obtain new dream has been transformed into today's
supporters who will want to be a part reality- the Decoy Museum. Tomorrow's
of the development process. Truly, needs are here today and by planning for the
through wise and prudent application future now, it will become a reality.
of Thoreau's chosen words ... "a conscious endeavour" ... yesterday's

Susqy:,,g}J:£1nna flats _Series
not to exceed 500 pair each

Canvasback
Redhead
Scaup
$175 each, $975 per set
plus tax & shipping
stands & anchor not included
available at
SUSQUEHANNA TRADING CO.

Havre de Grace MD 21078
decoys carved, painted and signed by Jim Pierce

Ftaa
- EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

P 0 BOX 433 • SEVERN MD 21144 1•800•25 FLATS
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Area Events Calendar
February 8th & 9th

March 21st & 22nd

May 1st thru 3rd

ANNUAL WILDFOWL CARVING AND ART EXHIBITION

RAPPAHANNOCK RIVER
WATERFOWL SHOW

11th ANNUAL HAVRE de
GRACE DECOY FESTIVAL

@ the Richmond Fairgrounds in
Richmond Virginia. Contact: George
Koger, 6713 Sunnyside Dr., Mechanicsville VA 23111 (804) 371-3169

@ the White Stone Firehouse in White
Stone, Virginia. Contact: William Bruce,
Box 413, White Stone VA 22578
(804) 435-6355

@ the Havre de Grace Middle & High
Schools. Contact: Kenny Lay 610 Lewis
St., Havre de Grace MD 21078
(410) 939-3489

February 15th & 16th

April 18th & 19th

ANNUAL HARFORD
DAYSCHOOL WATERFOWL
SHOW

CHINCOTEAGUE ISLAND
EASTER DECOY FESTIVAL

@ the Harford day school in Bel Air
Maryland. Contact: Carol Brady, 715
Moores Mill Rd., Bel Air MD 21014
(410) 838-4848

@the Chincoteague High School in
Chincoteague, Virginia. Contact: Jacklyn
Russell, PO Box 258, Chincoteague VA
23336 (804) 336-6161

April 23rd thru 26th

March 7th & 8th
WILDLIFE ART & PHOTOGRAPHY SHOW
@the Wakefield Recreation Center,
Annandale ,Virginia. Contact: Tom
Mullins, 4020 Hummer Rd. , Annandale
VA 22003
(703) 941-1065

WARD WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP CARVING COMPETITION
@ the Ocean City Convention Center in
Ocean City, Maryland. Contact: Jane
Rollins 655 South Salisbury Rd., Salisbury MD 21801 (410) 742-4988

Send us your listing
Events Around the Bay is a free service of
The Canvasback. The newsmagazine is
published quarterly, so send us your
information as soon as possible. Deadline for Spring 1992 issue is March 15,
1992.

CHESAPEAKE BAY

GUNNING DECOYS

Wooden working decoys unchanged in 100 years
Capt. Harry R. Jobes, 77 Baker St., Aberdeen MD 21001 410•272•2055
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A Visit With

BobLitzenberg
by Richard Bonn

Born in Cecil County in 1910, Bob Litzenberg is a carver with
a style all his own. The last person in the area to use a hatchet
to chop out his bodies, he is a peifectionist who believes in
doing it "the oldfashionedway." In 1986,Bobwas the Honorary Chairman of the Havre de Grace Decoy Festival,
something he cherishes to this day. Bob is not only known for
his carving, but is an expert duck hunter, something he has
done for 70 years. Richard Bonn caught up with Bob at his
home in Elkton, Maryland and they talked about hunting,
decoy making and decoy collecting .
Bob Litzenberg in his basement shop, holds one of
twelve Pintail drake sleepers he ever made.

Q: What is your earliest hunting memory?

use live decoys, so we had what you called

dreds of thousands of Canvasbacks and

Bob: When I was a 14 year old boy my father

English callers. And we'd take ten or twelve

Redheads. We had the greatest hunting in

said I was old enough to have a rail bird skiff.

English callers in a crate down and we'd gun

the world for Canvasbacks, Red Heads and

My father was always a great hunter and

for ducks. Mostly all black ducks, there

Black Heads. Later on we got a cabin boat,

gunner he said, "I'll take you down and

wasn't any Mallards back then, there were a

so if you wanted water to drink you drank

show you where the rail birds are." Well,

few Pintails, but there were mostly Black

out of the North East River, the water was

there was a woman in Elkton named Clay

ducks. And those English callers were

that pure. If you wanted coffee you reached

who was advertising a skiff for $25.00. I

deadly. When the ducks would come up into

over the side of the boat and got it out of the

went down to see it and it was twenty some-

the marsh, the callers would just work beau-

North East River.

thing decoys, black duck decoys, and there

tifully. Killed an awful lot of ducks with

was two sets of oars and a push pole. My

those English callers.

father said it was a good buy, so we bought

Q: When, in your opinion, did the quality

of the water begin to decline and what was
the cause?

there was acres and acres of wild oats and an

Q: How did you make the transition from
Railbird hunting to hunting for Canvasbacks?

awful lot of water lillies where the wood

Bob: With the railbird skiff the tide would

plants. And that was the beginning of the

ducks would feed, and he took me up to Matt

go out and it'd be nothing but a mud flat, you

end of gunning in the North East River for

Singer'sditch first and I said "If there are not

had to get out and push that railbird skiff and

the Canvasbacks. Before that the river was a

any Rail birds in here there isn't any." So we

there'd be mud all over you, and when I got

solid mass of vegetation, wild celery and

went up in there and goodness they were

older I told my brother Bill, "There's got to

wigeon grass. The Red Heads fed on the

jumpin' everywhere. So we killed rail birds

better gunnin' than this." So, when I was

wigeon grass and the Canvasbacks on the

so he said, "~ow that you know how to hunt

nineteen I made my first decoys, cause I

celery. And we had Coots by the thousands,

it. The following week he took me down and
showed me, on the Scotland Marsh, where

Bob: After I came out of the service, in the
early fifties, they started to put in the sewage

wanted to go to the river to gun for Canvas-

but then we could see the vegetation and

backs. As I got older I had a bushwhack boat

everything leaving the river, that's when the

Q: What can you teU me about live decoys?

made and we started gunnin' in the middle

chemicals started to take effect. Back in

Bob: Well, back then we were allowed to

of the river for Canvasbacks ... we had hun-

those days everything was soap powder.

take your brother Bill when you go."

Winter 1992
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Then they came out with the detergent and
that was the worst thing that happened to our
waters. The sewage plants couldn't filter it
out and it just absolutely killed all the vegetation that we had in the rivers. Then the mil
foil came in, it was real thick in the rivers ...all
the ducks and geese were feeding on some of
it, but the boaters complained about it in
1960's so the state came along and they
sprayed it off the Flats and the North East
River, and we haven't had a bit of grass since
they sprayed it in 1960... that really fixed
everything.

Q: Getting back to decoy

Canvasback----------------------------------

" ... if you wanted water to
drink, you drank out of the
North East River, the water
was that pure."
Ralph Robinson used to borrow 'em, and
they'd gun with 'em, and they lost an awful
lot of 'em. After thatl found out thatthe Red
Heads and Black Heads were Heverin's,
Daddy Holly's and Jim Holly's ... for thirtyfive cents a piece. I wanted Canvasbacks so
I made my first in 1929, I made one

ducks get?
Bob: We just painted the drakes black and
white and the hens I tried to feather 'em the
best I could, I wasn't a very good painter
then. You didn't see many hens' cause people
would paint 'em 80 drakes to 20 hens. The
Canvasbacks decoyed to the white, the whiter
the drakes the better. We never did any wing
painting on the drakes, in fact at the end of
December when the season started to end,
the backs of the decoys would get dirty so
we'd take the drakes out and just paint the
backs to make 'em white.

Q: What happened to the

sport of hunting after
making, when you were
the sinkbox was outyoung there were a lot of
lo.wed in 1934?
carvers in your area.
Bob: A lot of people quit
Which carver influenced
gunning 'cause your
your style the most?
limit dropped down .. .I
Bob: I knew the Lockards,
think around three ducks
and I knew Will Heverin.
to a person, that was the
At first, I wanted some
bag lirnit...it went from
ducks to gun, so Norris
25 to 12 to 6 to 3. And
Pratt, I heard he had some
when it got down to 6
decoys over in Kimducks and 3 ducks to a
blesville. I went over and I
person, it wasn't worth
met Norris Pratt and I said,
gunning for hardly. But,
"Mr. Pratt they tell me that
then the people started to
you have decoys here to
bushwhack... you'd take
sell. What do you want for Blocks of wood, cut out patterns, finished heads, and a roughed out decoy in
four or five people with
them?" I was working at Litzenbergs shop awaiting completion.
you and you'd kill three
the grocery store at the time
for $13 a week and I was working there six hundred... 80 drakes and 20 hens was the ducksapiece,andyou'ddivide'emupwhich
days a week. So Norris told me he wanted firstrigimade .. formyownuse.Backin '29 would make a good meal for you toeat...the
thirty five cents a piece. So I said, "I wouldn't people didn't have money to buy decoys, Canvasbacks were the king of all
mind having about forty of those to gun 'cause that was during the worst part of the ducks .. .there was never any duck that was as
with." But, there was all Red Heads and depression. You either made things yourself good as the Canvasback.
Black Heads, and I wanted Canvasbacks. So those days or you did without. There was
he said, "I've got some Canvasbacks, they've one Canvasback I bought from Norris Pratt, Q: What were the needs for decoys after the
never been painted, for fifty cents a piece." it was a Heverin and I liked the looks of it sinkbox was outlawed?
So I bought forty of those for $20 and I and I tried to copy off that to make my Bob: We had hundreds of thousands of
decoys here and people didn't know what to
bought forty of the Red Heads. Well, I was decoys look like a Heverin duck.
do with 'em, so they practically gave 'em
workin' at the grocery store and I couldn't
afford to take off, so Otts Cameron and Q: What kind ofpaintjob did yourfirst 100 away to get rid of 'em. You were still al10
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The Canvasback
people started

" ... like good wine, it gets
better with age. The same
way with making decoys, the
more you chop the better
they look."

to collect decoys.

Who

would of ever
thought decoys would
end up on
shelves ... now

lowed to bushwhack for ducks, but after they

they call it folk

closedtheseasonforCanvasbacksaltogether

art.

in 1960, along in there, decoys then weren't

times

worth anything ... you could buy all the ducks

changed.

you want for fifty cents apiece, wasn't any

Yes, sir
have
The classic Litzenberg style seen in his Wood Ducks, Merganser, and
Golden Eyes.

took 'em out of here by the truck loads. I

Q: What happened to the
decoys from the first rig you made in '29?

hatchet and chop 'em out like my first rig of

market for them at all. A fellow named
Burton came down from Lancaster and he
understand he shipped an awful lot of 'em

Bob: When I quit gunning I gave alot of' em

decoys and I just never went for a lathe.

over to England. Everybody quit making

away. People would come and say I'd love

There's nothing wrong with a lathe, but I

'em because there weren't any buyers. But,

to have a pair of decoys to put on the mantel

guess I'm old fashioned I just stuck to the

Madison Mitchell started to make Mallards

so I'd say, "Pick out a pair." I'd give 'em to

way I started out making 'em.

because you could still gun for Mallards and

'em. I wish I had 'em back today, with what

Black Ducks. 'Course, then in the late 60's

they're selling for!

Q: Your painting style is unique,how would

you describe it?
Q: You started

Bob: Well, my duck styles are different

carving again in
the early 60's and
have always used
the same hatchet
to shape your bodies. Why is that?

from everybody else and I paint 'em the way
I think a duck should look like. I paint to
make 'em look more like a duck .. .l just
picked up my own style as I went along.
Back in the 30's we never put any wings or
feathers on a drake canvasback. The whiter

Bob: I'm a believer

the back the better. We painted 80 Drakes to

in the old fashioned

20 Hens. The hens were there just for variety

way. I like to do

to get a duck to decoy to better.

things like the old
timers did. The
same way when I

Q: Has your paint style changed between

..
II

made my furniture,

Bob: Oh yes, my paint style has changed,

I hand dove-tailed
my furniture in-

especially on the hens. I've improved on
'em, I must say that. As anybody will im-

stead of getting a

prove as you go along ... like good wine, it

router to do it. I

gets better with age. The same way with

figured the best

making decoys, the more you chop out the

way, the easiest
way, my way, was

better they look. I don't care how old you

to just take a

along.

t,

Lifelike figure of Litzenberg stands in the display of his decoys at
the museum.

Winter 1992

the early 60's and now?

are, you can still improve on things as you go
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Q: Anybody that has seen your sleepers

Q: You have enjoyed making several de-

(see photograph) has marveled at its uniqueness. What was your inspiration for that
style?
Bob: I didn't have any inspiration, I just
designed my own. I decided to put the bill
down like if a duck is sleeping he's got his
bill beneath his feathers, he doesn't have it

coys in extremely smaU numbers, such as
the 12 pair of Sleeping Pintails. Describe
thisforme.
Bob: It's like Art Patterson said one day, "I
can see the cabinet maker come out of you
the way you made those sleepers. You cut
the bills down into the body and the necks
into the body. The average person would
never take the time." Time doesn't mean
anything to me. I get an awful lot of self
satisfaction when I make something, and
then when I fmish, I stand back and look at
it and I get pleasure out of it. I don't really do
it for the money, goodness gracious, I'd
starve to death if I charged by the hour for
the time I put into those Sleeping Pintails.

"I hope my grandchildren
see the vegetation come back,
and see the ducks come back
to the rivers, but I'll never
see it in my time ... never''
way up high, off the back. Of course
when you see his neck it's down even with
his breast. And that's the reason I did it that
way. They're different than most sleepers.

rivers would get the vegitation back, but I
don't think I'll ever see it in my lifetime,
'cause there's too much chemicals and pollution still going into the rivers. The runoff
from the no-till farming, all the salt from the
highways, where they put thousands of tons
down each winter. ..it runs into the Bay.
Your sewage plants are still going into the
rivers. I'll never see it in my time, of course
I'm 81, I hope my grandchildren see the
vegetation come back and see the ducks
come back to the rivers, but I'll never see it
in my time ... never!

Q: What is your hope and what do you

think will happen to the Chesapeake Bay
over the next ten to fifteen years?
Bob: I hope to see the Bay cleared up, so the

Attention Traders
In the next issue of The Canvasback we
will begin accepting classified advertising.
Do you, or someone in your family, think
you have one too many decoys lying around
your house, well we can help you sell ...or
trade. It's easy to do and your ad will be seen
by over two thousand readers who have the
same interest as you do.
Classified rates are $7.50 for 20 words or
less. Add $.40 for each additional word. All
classified ads must be prepaid. Send a check
with the copy to The Canvasback, Havre
de Grace Decoy Museum, PO Box A, Havre
de Grace MD 21078.

A Pintail drake sleeper rests on chopping block Litzenberg has used for 30 years. Also
pictured, the one and only hatchet he has used since 1929.
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If a classifed just won' t do for your advertising needs we also have display ads available. Call the Publisher at (410) 939-3739
for details. The deadline for the Spring issue
is March 15th.
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Aututnn Activity at the Museutn
by Virginia O'Flaherty

New Board of Directors

ous New Year's Day Bowl Games.

Museum's Second Floor Finished

On October 3, 1991 the membership elected
a number of new faces to the museums
Board of Directors. Welcome to new members: Ken Bengtson, Ralph Broth, Warner
Taylor, and Gary Reich and Norm Smith.
New officers elected by the board are: Allen
J. Fair, former Vice-President moved into
the position of President; Jim Pierce, who
served for ten years as president of the
museum, moved into the Vice-President's
position; new member, Norm Smith replaces
Sherry Ramey as treasurer, who held the
position for four years. Rotating off the
board this year are: Donna Belinko, David
Denton, Jimmy McMillan, Ernie Mauldin,
Jane Pierce, and George Juergens.

Bonn graduated from Southern lllinois
University in 1980 where he studied radio
and television production. Board president,
Allen J. Fair says, "Richard's background
will add an exciting element to our museum.
As our ten year plan unfolds audio-visual
elements will play a key role. No one will be
able to assist us in this area more than
Richard."

This fall the long awaited second floor
construction project was completed in time
for two special events, the 1991-1992 Capital Campaign Kick-off,and the 5th Anniversary Celebration. Everyone will agree that
this capitol expansion project resulted in
one of the most beautiful public spaces in
Harford County. Although it will eventually
be used solely for formal museum purposes
the Board of Directors will use the space
soon to help raise revenue needed to fund
the many upcoming projects.

New Staff

Bonn's ftrst project, revamping the membership newsletter to a twenty page newsmagazine is just the first of many positive
steps he will take in his new position. When
asked about his decision to leave the corporate for the non-profit sector, he said," One
thing that interested me was the ten year
plan. I'd like to be a part of seeing it become
a reality. The big difference between this
museum and NBC is that instead of your
project becoming just part of the overall
picture (like at NBC), you can see the results
of your work and an appreciation for what
you have done."

Jim Pierce, who managed the project wants
to thank the many individuals and businesses for their contributions to the project.
The A. R. Burdette Inc. for the deck railing;
Arvid Inc., Havre de Grace Marina for the
loan of equipment; Cheaspeake Rent-All
for the loan of stress test material; Paul
Shertz for designing patterns for the stained
glass memorial windows; Henry and Jose
Gonzalez, RickS tephens, and Charlie Pierce
for painting; John A. Jasczak for structural
engineering services.

Holiday Decoy -rations
Mary Bengtson, the museum •s office clerk,
hopes that you were able to see her inspired
Carver's Christmas Tree. Mary conceived
and coordinated this charming project, an
unfmished wooden tree, decorated with duck
head "ornaments" signed and dated by
twenty-two carvers.
_..<

~

I

~;

Richard Bonn, Museum's Director

Richard Bonn began working at the museum in mid-December in the capacity of
Director. His background in radio and television broadcasting promises to bring many
new skills and a different focus to the museum.
The Long Island native spent the last three
years in Washington DC working for the
NBC Radio Network where he served as
Executive Producer of the sports department. While at NBC, Bonn produced two
Super Bowls, three Olympics, and numer-
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There are several people to thank for making
this a successful project. Besides the carvers, we owe a big thank you to Ron Anderson of Holton, Kansas, who let us use his
original tree pattern; Ed Watts, who furnished the lumber and center rod and cut the
many branches; Henry Gonzalez, who cut
out more than ftfty duck heads; Jim Pierce
for letting Ken Bengtson use his shop and
equipment to sand the tree and drill all the
holes; Philip Jennings for making the tree
stand; and Noble Mentzer for cutting out the
star for the top of the tree. We know there
are many carvers who would have painted
heads for the tree. We do encourage everyone to make heads and bring them in so they
can be added to the tree next Christmas.
Again, thank you, each and every one.

Charles and Pam Shaw

Architect Designs New Exhibit
This autumn marked the kick-off of a new
era in the museum's development. On Friday, November 1 the long range plan defining the museums future was presented to
numerous guests. The first phase of the plan
includes an elevator and other visitor ameni-
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ties, and an interpretive exhibit telling
the story of "Gunning the Susquehanna
Flats". The design for this exhibit was
created by Charles Shaw, a landscape
architect from Columbia, Maryland.
Shaw, a collector of decoys, met Jim
Pierce at the Baltimore Zoo . Through
this chance meeting Shaw became interested in the Decoy Museum and volunteered his professional services. On the
subject of volunteering Shaw says " I
believe in volunteering and belong to
many different organizations. I think volunteering is very important. As for the
personal benefit, I've gotten to meet the
people associated with the museum. It's
been a wonderful experience."
Shaw explains that there is a difference
between the architect who works primarily
with the built environment, and the landscape architect. The landscape architect uses
the environment as a given. Shaw's work
includes the Baltimore Zoo new elephant
and hippopotamus exhibits, the "Childrens
Zoo", and the African Water hole exhibit
due to open this spring. He is currently
working on the Otter Creek project for the
West Virginia Department of Natural Resources and the Inner Harbour East park
near Fells Point.

Design for "Gunning the Susquehanna Flats" exhibit gallery

The center room on the museum's first floor
was chosen because it posed the greatest
problems for the museum. By emptying the
pool two key difficulties were eliminated.
Environmentally, water caused high humidity and all the attendant problems related to
humidity in a closed building. Space utilization was another problem in this area - as
most of the room was taken by the pool.
Shaw's challenge was to develop a exhibit
design concept that worked with existing
conditions, created an efficient layout, and
allowed changing views within the exhibit
environment. He created a dynamic space
that moves the visitor through the gallery to

cwillianv cv~
Cj~~

see and experience the dramatic story of
"Gunning the Susquehanna Flats".
The board of directors met and approved the
design and the museum staff is proceeding
with fund raising needed to produce and
install this exhibit. By Fall of 1993 the
museum's membership and our visiting
public will be invited to celebrate the
exhibit's opening. We are sure that the quality
of this exhibit will herald a new level of
quality in exhibitry at the Decoy Museum.
We extend our most appreciative thanks to
Charles Shaw for his fme work on this
project.

~-----~------~
THE DECOY SHOP
Decoys • Arts • C01ns • Collectables

CV~$~
AT MARLEY MILL

331 North Un10n Avenue

I<ODNEY & ARLENE E'CGGS

301 -392-3100
301 -392-3850

--

182 CHILDS RD.
ELKTON, MD 21921

Phone (301) 939-3388
Fax (301) 939-2519

~

GIFTS
Winter 1992

Havre D8 Grooe. MD 21078
301-939-3009/301-939-0941

·~·

-1+~

~

340 Congress Ave.
Havre de Grace, MD 21078

Decoys Old & New
Hand Made Duck Jewelry
Prints - Paintings
Jimmie McMillan
465 Franklin Street
Havre de Grace, MD 21078
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from the

COLLECTION
by John Quarstein

Learning about items in
the museum collection is key
to understanding their historical and cultural significance. The Canvasback will
examine important pieces in
its collections in each issue.
"I believe I started hunting as soon as I could stand up. Seems like
I hunted all my life", says the famous Kent County decoy maker
Charlie Joiner. Like so many other decoy makers, "Speed" began
creating his own decoys out of necessity for his use while gunning
near Betterton, Maryland. He quit gunning in 1956 after crippling a
goose. Running that goose down on thin ice made him realize that
even though he loved the taste of waterfowl, he could never kill
another bird.
Joiner had originally purchased his Modelll shotgun in Havre de
Grace, right after WW ll. He had gotten used to automatic rifles
during the war and wanted a Remington for duck hunting. He used
this shotgun until 1960 and embellished its walnut stock with his
own brass duck inlay. Joinerreturned his Remington Autoloader to
Havre de Grace in 1988 when he donated it to the Decoy Museum.
The firearm is an important part of the museum's collection, not
only because it was used by "Speed" Joiner, but also because of this
shotgun's role in the evolution of weapons technology. The Remington Model ll Autoloader was designed by John W. Browning, one
of America's most prolific gun designers. With the development of
fixed ammunition, hunters demanded faster repeating guns, thusly
Browning created the Winchester Modell887lever action, five shot
gun which sold more than 30,000 in the first four years of manufacture. Browning was not permitted to rest long on his laurels and by
1900 he had conceived the first autoloading shotgun. Browning
allowed Remington to begin marketing his design in 1905 as the
Model ll Autoloader. This weapon remained in production virtually
unchanged for over 45 years and continues to be a favorite with
waterfowl gunners.
As "Speed" Joiner has set a standard in decoy making, his Remington Modelll also changed the firearms industry and gunning. The
automatic shotgun, firing as fast as the trigger could be pulled,
caused the need for conservation laws. Few ducks could escape the
combination of a well concealed gunner armed with a 5 shot
automatic and surrounded by skillfully carved decoys.
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SUSQUEHANNA
TRADING COMPANY
Fifteen long years ago, when the Havre de Grace Decoy
Museum was barely a dream in the minds of a few local
residents, the world was beating a path to the door of the
Susquehanna Trading Company. We were promoting Havre
de Grace as "The Decoy Capital ofthe World" in an intensive
advertising campaign that spread across the nation in a
series of ads in local and national publications. We also were
fortunate enough to be featured in several books and in
features in magazines of national distribution. We became
the primary retail outlet for the decoys of many of the upand-coming local carvers who have now gained national
prominence. We also became known as a leading source for
Upper Bay collectible decoys by carvers such as Sam Barnes,
the Holly family, Bob McGaw and especially for our fine
selection of decoys by R. Madison Mitchell. We have established relationships with collectors in nearly every state of
the nation.
When the dream of the Decoy Museum became a possibility, the Susquehanna Trading Company and its owners
became staunch supporters of every aspect of its concept.
From the very outset, we supported it financially to the limit
of our ability and through endless hours of work. We have
handledthepublicityandadvertisingfortheHavredeGrace
Decoy Show, the major fund raiser, for the Museum for
many years. Every visitor to our shop is advised of the Decoy
Museum and encouraged to visit it.
We feel that without our support and equal support by the
many other merchants of Havre de Grace that it would have
been much more difficult for the Museum to have achieved
its goals.
We look forward to supporting the Museum for many
more years, financially and in any other way that we may
be of help.
However, in order to do so, we also need the support of
the museum members. Local merchants are not supported
by grants, contributions, admissions, raffles or fund-raising drives.
Our only income is from whatever profit we may derive
from the sale of merchandise in our stores. All of us would
appreciate it if you would shop in Havre de Grace stores
whenever you are in our beautiful city and enjoying the
benefits of not only the Decoy Museum but also the many
other local attractions that we all help support.

10% OFF
On All Purchases Is Offered To
Havre de Grace Decoy Museum Members,.
'Collectible vintage decoys excepted.

SUSQUEHANNA
TRADING COMPANY
322 North Union Avenue
HAVRE de GRACE, MARYLAND
Phone 410/939-4252
Havre de Grace's Oldest and Finest Decoy Shop.
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEKI
All Major Credit Cards Accepted I
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Volunteer Spotlight

Mrs. Wise has gone beyond
scheduling. She makes it a point
to greet the carvers when they
arrive and makes sure that they
have what they need, she takes
photographs of the carvers for
the museum's archives, and she
seeks out new artists to include in
the program. This year she invited carvers from as far away as
Georgia to demonstrate at the
museum. Mrs. Wise is very
modest about her contributions,
when asked, she stated that her
association with the museum
gave her more than the museum
received from her service to it.

by Virginia O'Flaherty

What do guest carvers, tour guides, gift shop
clerks, electricians, architects, office assistants, and painters have in common? At the
Decoy Museum they are all volunteers. Our
museum works because a partnership between the staff, the trustees, and the volunteers make it work.
The staff and Board of Directors know how
important volunteers are to the success of
this museum. Each year at the annual anniversary dinner one outstanding volunteer is
chosen to be honored for their service to the
museum. This years award was presented to
Dotti Wise.
Dotti Wise, a native Havre de Gracian, is a
retired businesswoman. She and her late
husband, John, owned and operated the
Edgewood Press in Edgewood, Maryland
for 30 years. She brings gracious and thorough professionalism to her volunteer responsibilities as Weekend Artist Program
Coordinator at the museum. This program
brings working artists to the museum to

demonstrate their techniques and display
their work. Almost 9,000 visitors a year
attend on weekends and are able to observe
and talk with the artists.

We are fortunate to have talented
people like Mrs. Wise, who are
so modest about their contributions, and so generous with their
time. The public who visits our
museum are the true beneficiaries of the
spirit of voluntarism that is manifested in
Dotti Wise, and in all of the people who give
their time.

DICK
LARRIMORE
1402 CATLYN PLACE • ANNAPOLIS • MD • 410•263•6797
Bob McGaw
Blackduck
c.1945

WiUiam" Snake" Heverin
High tail black duck

Bluebills

New Inventory Includes
Doug Jester Pintails & Black Heads
Dozen pair Litzenberg decoys
Charles Jester Black Heads

Dick Larimore is a Lifetime Member and supporter of the Havre de Grace Decoy Museum

"See me at the Havre de Grace Decoy Festival, May 1, 2 & 3, 1992"
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Gift Shop

Here are some new items which will make nice additions to any decoy collection. They are produced in limited
quantities and feature autographs of past Honorary Chairmen of the Havre de Grace Decoy Festival. An easy to use
order form is enclosed, so if something catches your eye, simply fill out the form and send it in ... we'll take care of
the rest. Due to the limited nature of these items we are unable to offer the usual 10% member discount.

Limited Edition of the "Upper Chesapeake Bay
Decoys and Their Makers"

Conlt'lff.l

On May 5, 1991 the Havre de Grace Post Office created a special
cancellation commemorating the lOth year of the Museum ' s Decoy
Festival. We secured post marks on 250 copies of this excellent
reference book. Since the cancellation has been destroyed, in accordance with postal regulations, these books are the only ones that will
bear this special postmark. On the same page as the cancellation you
will find autographs of 8 of the Festival's Honorary Chairmen: Madison Mitchell, Charlie Joiner, Bob Litzenberg, Charlie Bryan, Harry
Jobes, Roger Urie, Bill Collins, and Jim Pierce. $79.95
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.
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Commemorative Cachets of the Decoy Festival's
Honorary Chairmen
Using the same cancellation described above, we are offering 100
numbered sets of these unique cachets. A Wendy Mitchell sketch of
each Chairman highlights the 10 envelope set and they have also been
autographed by the Chairman depicted. (The autograph of Paul
Gibson is a facsimile). A very limited item which cannot be duplicated
again. The first 75 sets, $49.95; thereafter $99.95.

~
..c:::::;::;.---~

Special Edition of the 1982 Decoy Festival Book

Hat'ltz.

The Museum is quickly running out of copies from the '82 festival.
What makes this version so unique is the special cancellation of the
Festvial's lOth Anniversary that is on the inside cover of the booklet
(only fifteen copies bear this cancellation). Each book is autographed
on the cover by Mr. Mitchell $49.95

To order any merchandise described, fill out this form and mail to:
Havre de Grace Decoy Museum
POBox A
Havre de Grace MD 21078
(410) 939-3739

<It

$79.95._ _

Upper Chesapeake Bay Book

add 3.50 postage/handling

Commemorative Cachets

$49.95._ __

add $2.00 postage/handling

1982 Decoy Festival Book

$49.95 _ __

add $2.00 postage/handling

Check method of payment:

Winter 1992
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Please check the items(s) desired:

CitY----------------------- St__ Zip
Check_Visa/Mastercard#
(circle one)

~··.,.t
•Dr<<:_YJtifil•a( -·,. •c •

Name ______________________
Admess _____________________________________

;)~ .C{Ii7(~

Md residents add 5% tax

ExpDate

Total
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Book Review
f~tfeilat§J::lM~~~Jd Used

Them:

edited by Robert H . Richardson
240 pages, 32 in color, nearly 400 photos
$40.00 Coming soon to the Gift Shop.
Twenty years ago Bobby Richardson's book
Chesanealce Bay Decoys - The Men Who
Made and Used Them was the book on
Chesapeake Bay decoys, and it still is today.
The Chesapeake Bay area produced more
decoys and subsequently more decoy collectors than any other area in the country. On
the Chesapeake Bay the canvasback duck
was king and market gunners needing hundreds of decoys for their rigs ruled the roost.
Because of this happy convergence of nature
and hunters, collectors of decoys from this
area have many fine examples to choose
from.
In organizing this book, Richardson solicitedchapters from anumberofknowledgable
decoy collectors and historians. Well known
collector, Norris Pratt, in the chapter on the

Susquehanna Flats, highlights old timers' stories on
the glory days of sink box
gunning. Other chapters of
interest focus on decoys and
their users in Kent, Dorchester, and Somerset counties
by Richardson; in Talbot
County by J. Newman Valiiant; and the eastern shore of
Virginia is represented by
Roy Bull.
Historical corrections and
improved reprography of the
original historical photographs, and 350 new photographs of some of the finest
decoys from the Chesapeake
Bay region make this new
edition a visual treat. A newly
written preface by Decoy
Magazine publisher, Joe
Engers, and an epilogue by
Ron Rue, begin and end this
classic treasury of Chesapeake Bay decoys.

838-0830

838-0831

JOEY JOBES

PHILLIP GILDEN

GUNNING DECOYS

LICENSED PHYSICAL THERAPIST
WINTERS RUN PROFESSIONAL CENTER

126 South Stokes St.
Havre de Grace, MD 21078

Decoys m11de In
the. Upper Bay
trii(Jitlon

301-939-1807

1131 BALTIMORE PIKE

BEL AIR . MARYLAND 21014

Decoys

302-652-3258

FAMILY
DEPARTMENT
STORE

MA I N OFF ICE

JOSEPH M ITCHELL

21 19 CONCORD PIKE
WILMINGTON . DEL . 19803

Henry A. Fleckenstein. Jr
appraiser•consultant •agent

• sporting collectibles
• old decoys
P.O.Box 557 • Cambridge MD 21613 • 410-221-0076
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Edition:

..,_

signed and numbered prints
artist proofs with pencil remarque

100 South Delaware Avenue • Seaford, DE 19973

New Release by Richard Clifton!
Delaware Sporting Gallery

Size: 28" x 17 1/4"

''Havre de Grace Canvasbacks" by Richard Clifton

/

/""" 1

--
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I~
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Framing Add $150
Shipping Add $10

ORDER NOW!
Phone: (800) 444-9867 or (302) 629-4666
FAX: (302) 629-7472
Mastercard and Visa accepted

;•

$125
$225

MONDAYS

OPEN

Prime Rib Night

7 Days A Week

Complete Dinner

Sunday Brunch

$12.95

WEDNESDAYS

lOam- 2pm

Lobster Night

Happy Hour

(1-1/4 Whole Maine Lobster)

Mon. thru Fri.

Complete Dinner

• Ample Parking
• Off Premise Catering
• Lite Fare Menu

$12.95

Established 1987

The Best By The Bay!
In Historic Havre de Grace- 331 St. John Street·

• Fresh Seafood
• Prime Rib
• Steaks

•
•
•

939-3003/575-6900

Pasta
Cajun Dishes
Daily Specials

Delightful
Outdoor Dining

Enjoy casual elegance on the
Susquehanna River.
Originally a bank built in
1924J MacGregor's now
•
features a two-tiered all glass
dining room that overlooks
•
the headwaters of the
•
Chesapeake Bay.
HI
•

on our

Outside Deck
with Awning
Gazebo Bar
Marina Shuttle Van
Live Entertainment

~
2 minutes from 1-95 exit
VISA
.
Reservations Accepted
Mastercard
Dmers Club Group menus available-Gift Certificates
.____ _ _ _ _~..;;...;;;;;::=American Express Carte Blanche

